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Pro Poor Approaches

- Urban / rural
- Unconventional
- Transparent
- Under represented groups
- Mediation
- Expertise / barefoot surveyors
- Potentials / land tax / bookkeeping
Work Plan Working Group 1: Pro-Poor Land Management

- support the development of low cost, innovative, data acquisition methods
- develop the social tenure domain model
- contribute in the GLTN
- propose a capacity building approach for pro poor land management
Work Plan Working Group 1: Pro-Poor Land Management

• recognise and support the development of pro poor land management approaches
• communicate, as far as possible, the FIG concepts in development of land policy and land management: land law, land tenure and security of tenure, land markets, land taxation, land use planning, land reform, land redistribution, post conflict land administration
• identify (geometric) aspects related to social, informal land tenures
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Improving Land Management for Poverty Alleviation

GLOBAL LAND TOOL NETWORK
WWW/GLTN.NET